“Alifara”: The harvest festival
Escola Pia Catalunya
Tony Burgaya, director general of the Secretariat of Pious Schools in Catalonia, shares a
summary of the activities that have been carried out every Monday. This week he presents us a
news published in the magazine "Catalunya Religió" where a summary of this "different course"
is made. Using the image of the harvest festival –Alifara- they express their satisfaction at seeing
that the effort made during this school year was worth it.
And despite pandemic restrictions, summer activities have continued their rhyme.

The Pious Schools of Catalunya collect the fruits of a different schoolyear
The Alifara is the celebration
festival that farmers used to
make in the run at the end of
the harvest season and where
they shared, with other
peasants, the result of the
fruits they had been sowing
during
the
year. The
management teams of Pious
Schools celebrate the Alifara
annually, with the same
intention as the peasants did:
to share the fruits collected
throughout the year. This
year, however, it has been a remote Alifara, and each of the management teams have met in their
school or institution to connect online with the rest of fellow colleagues from Pious Schools.
The Alifara is also the time when the new management positions are welcomed and those who
leave them are said goodbye. Toni Burgaya, general director of Pious Schools, wanted to make a
special recognition to these people who, for a few years, have been committed to these positions
and offering their service to the institution.
In turn, Eduard Pini, provincial of Pious Schools of Catalunya, has encouraged all present to remain
an engine of change and accompaniment for all members who are part of educational and social
action.
The meeting has reviewed the capital themes of the institution's current events, as well as a quick
review of the year. Special mention has also been made of the objectives which will have to be
made more efforts for the next schoolyear.
The Pious Schools close an extraordinary school year with two key ideas. Firstly, the satisfaction of
having completed a difficult schoolyear for all, with the conviction that having been able to
accompany the students and users of Pious Schools. The second key idea is that there is a solid
common project, which allows us to hope to continue to improve as an institution and to be able
to make possible the mission of transforming through education.
https://www.catalunyareligio.cat/ca/escola-pia-recull-fruits-curs-diferent

https://youtu.be/Cj0NxiYM7-M

Summer activities
COLÒNIES JORDI TURULL
We celebrate the success of the new format of the Summer Camps.
What seemed impossible, for the moment, is coming true. The first
batch (Pineta 1 to Can Bajona) went very well. And now we have
The House of Pineta underway with "Euskadi" and "Camps 1".
On the website of the summer camps there are very interesting
news and photo and news:http://colonies.lleurejorditurull.cat/

WORK CAMP
This year with 20 participants and 6 monitors the work camp was carried
out, tired but full of interesting experiences. The young people have done
all kinds of work, the first of them helping the reconstruction of Envall, a
small village near Pobla del Segur, lost among the green and leafy
landscapes of the Pyrenees.
6DD: SIX DIFFERENT DAYS
With the motto "Horizon", young people have carried out
activities linked by well-concrete objectives such as becoming
aware of the privileges they have. They have worked on socioaffective relationships and toxicity from everyday life and
fostered the critical spirit towards the social structures of which
they are part.
The first batch began on July 6 with the classic three-day route.
They were at the house in Claverol quiet and rested to return on
the 12th.
MATARÓ TO CALASANZ ROAD
It's been 3 years of road!
From June 30 to July 4, a group of 31
students from 1st high school, with
Carlos, Victor and Esteve as
companions, lived the 3rd edition of
the Calasanz Way. It was a stay in the
lands of Pallars, covering 3 stages of
the roads that Saint Joseph Calasanz
stepped on in his Catalan stage.
Nature, hiking, coexistence, culture
and rediscovery of the figure of
Calasanz have been the axes of this activity.
This initiative was born 3 years ago from an idea of the same students, grows with an
entrepreneurial spirit, connects with the project of the Calasanz Way of the Pious Schools of
Catalonia and finds its place and form in the pastoral care of the school.
The students have come back delighted, eager to repeat and the families have congratulated us.
So, next year, we'll do the fourth edition. Are you in? Congratulations!

PUNT JOVE (Pisos, Cabestany and Domus)
Wednesday, we finish the second week of morning activities within July to Cabestany. The young
have worked on personal and individual reflection, responsible consumption with Energy Control
and cross-cutting competencies with Javier Pérez.
Volunteering.
During the month of July, we have several boys and girls volunteering. This year has been more
difficult as a result of covid-19 restrictions. We have some young people in Caritas and at the Food
Bank, Ivy, F Salvador Gaviota. Volunteering is a tool to develop teamwork skills and an approach
to work environments.

